Pat Steir Who Kyoto Shoin
gr und truth - housatonic - a contemporary of morton, pat steir borrowed the grid from minimal-ism and
used it as a scaffold to construct her own personal iconogra-phy using letters, numbers, pictures, words and
symbols. her piece, titled kyoto chrysanthemum,1982, is a commentary on developments in art-making over
time. the words form/illusion are inscribed on the black white silver: a group show june 27 - pat steir is an
american painter and printmaker whose works have been reviewed in artnews, art in america, and the new
yorker. her large-format color-field paintings are moody yet lyrical, evocative expressions of nature and the
essence of being. she lives in new york city. pat steir, moon, oil on canvas, 84 x 84 inches, 1974 #####
stepped waterfall mountain in rain untitled (lo425) - 2. pat steir mountain in rain, 2012 color direct
gravure on gampi paper chine collé sheet: 31 x 39” image: 21 ¼ x 30 ½”, edition 20. price: $2,500 frame:
$825 3. laura owens untitled (lo425), 2010 color soft ground etching with spit bite and sugar lift aquatints
sheet: 37 ¼ x 49 ¼” image: 28 ¾ x 41 ¼”, edition 10. price: $7,500 betty woodman lives and works in
new york city and antella ... - lives and works in new york city and antella, italy education 1948–50 alfred
university, the school for american craftsmen, alfred, new york, ny ... a conversation with pat steir, art
resources transfer, new york, ny . works from the 1980s ... travels to national museum of modern art, kyoto;
iberaki prefectural ceramic museum; nilgata ... national gallery of art - national gallery of art for immediate
release deborah ziska, may 9, 1997 information officer ... judy pfaff, dorothea rockburne, and pat steir, among
others, are also represented. trained as an etcher, brown studied at the central school of arts and crafts in
london. after discovering a dismantled etching press behind a boarding house in ... annual report - omart pat steir, inner lhamo waterfall, 1992, oil on canvas, 114 in. x 90 1/2 in., purchased with funds provided by the
acquisition trust. annual report l 2012-2013 9 ... kyoto (autumn), before 1952, wood block on paper, 11 1/4 x
16 1/8 in., bequest of tonie stone, na.2001.04.113.b
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